Ardcolum Duke (ISH)(TIH) (2004 stallion by Gypsy Duke (ISH) out of Dangerous Lady (ISH), by Clover Hill (ID))
Winner, Millstreet International Grand Prix 2015 (Photo: Millstreet Horse Show)

TIHA Development Programme for the
Traditional Irish Horse - Dec. 2015
(Part 1)

Showjumping

Background
The TIH, originally known as the Irish Hunter and later as the Irish Sport Horse was fully developed as
a sport horse breed long before most of its continental counterparts and was used in past centuries
as a breed improver for many of these breeds.
The Strategic Plan (2015) for the Irish Sport Horse Industry refers to” the “Golden Age” of Irish
Breeding (1920’s to 1960’s)” and states that “during the 1960’s and 1970’s Ireland produced the
best showjumpers in the world”. At that time (1920-1980), our Irish Sport Horse was the Traditional
Irish Horse. Since then many Irish breeders have used Continental sires on their traditional mares to
the extent that some of our greatest marelines have no traditional animals remaining. TIH breeders,
however, have conserved and developed traditional marelines and wish to continue developing them
using only traditional genetics. The success of Irish breeders using continental sires on Irish mares
highlights the quality of these mares and many of these breeders acknowledge the need for these
traditional Irish marelines to be conserved and developed.
The establishment of a development programme for the Traditional Irish Horse is a key
recommendation of the 2015 Strategic Plan. The Plan recommends individual breeding strategies for
showjumping and eventing and we have aligned our research and development strategy accordingly.
The implementation of the Strategic Plan must fully include the TIH in these breeding strategies. Part
1 of our programme deals with issues and solutions for TIH showjumper breeding.

Flexible (1996 stallion by Cruising (ISH) out of Flex (ISH), by Safari (TB))
Multiple Winner at Grand Prix and FEI World Cup level.

Differences
Compared to their continental counterparts, top class Traditional Irish Showjumpers generally jump
with exceptional technique rather than with exceptional scope. They tend to mature more slowly but
with continuous improvement and to have longer showjumping careers.
Assessors of Irish Sport Horses at all ages and levels need to understand and recognise these
differences. Some of the challenges for Traditional Irish Horse breeders are different from those of
other Irish Sport Horse breeders and they can be identified and dealt with in the TIH Development
Programme.
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Current position in FEI Rankings:
Showjumping: 12th
The Irish Sport Horse has faded out of contention as a world leader in showjumping despite heavy
involvement and numerous interventions by Bord na gCapall, IHB and HSI and the importation and
promotion of foreign genetics.
The Traditional Irish showjumping mare-herd is now in a perilous state following decades of neglect
and indifference by successive governing bodies and we now have only five approved TIH stallions
aged under 20 years. Showjumping is a vital market for TIH breeders and producers and our best
breeders and horses are proving that we can still compete and win at the top level.
The development programme for breeding TIH showjumpers must be based on improving our genetics by using a combination of suitable mare and stallion selection, improved breeding methods and
advanced breeding technology.

Oldtown KC (ISH)(TIH) (2004 stallion by Cruising (ISH) out of Oldtown Katie (ISH), by Clover Fields (ISH)
Competing successfully at Grand Prix level.

Genetic Research
The TIH has been the subject of very little genetic research.
The first essential step to address this is the Genetic Research
Project on the TIH as proposed by Dr. Emmeline Hill, UCD (details
attached). This will give us valuable information on the genetic
composition of the TIH and its’ core breeds and should lead to
the separate identification of all TIH’s based on genetics. It will
also help explain the genetic affinity between the 3 core breeds
and provide valuable information which will inform our breeding
programmes.
The DAFM have advised Dr. Hill (letter of 2/03/15) that funding
for this project should be sought directly from HSI. We are now
formally requesting this funding for this vital part of the TIH
development programme (aligned with R1.2 of the Strategic
Plan) so that it can be carried out in 2016.
Dr. Emmeline Hill
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Key Issues (Showjumping)
The following issues have been identified as the most serious and immediate challenges for TIH
showjumper breeding and its’ future will depend on how quickly and successfully they are addressed.
A. Lack of genetic diversity; most of our best TIH showjumping mares and stallions are closely
related to Cruising and/or Clover Hill.
B. Very few TIH foals of high genetic merit for showjumping being bred; Many of our best TIH
showjumping mares are being covered by Warmblood stallions (partly because of A.)
C. Scarcity of top class TIH showjumping stallions; Detailed analysis of breeding statistics by HSI is
required to determine the breeding merit of individual showjumping stallions over the last 25
years. The quality and quantity of mares covered must be considered.
D. Identification of the best remaining traditional showjumping marelines and mares; This work
is currently being undertaken by HSI and the RDS. TIH mares from these lines which have not
competed should be identified and bred from.
E. Lack of top class outcross stallions.
F. Lack of Thoroughbred stallions that are likely to breed showjumpers or good foundation
broodmares for showjumping.
G. Export of many of our best showjumping mares, most of them leaving no progeny in Ireland.
H. Small number of foals bred from our best showjumping mares despite the availability of embryo
transfer technology.

Actions Required
The following measures are urgently required to address the issues identified and will make a major
contribution to the conservation and development of the TIH in showjumping.
1. Colt Retention Scheme: This measure, contained in the Strategic Plan, should have a
percentage of its’ funding (at least in proportion to the size of the TIH mare-herd) allocated
for TIH colts. The selection criteria for TIH colts should take account of the current situation
so that promising outcross colts are retained for assessment as potential stallions. The age
profile of our current TIH stallion crop should also be considered (only 5 approved ISH(TIH) sires
under 20 years old). As proposed in the Strategic Plan, HSI should identify a provider to rear
and produce colts and pay the retention grant directly to the provider when the owner takes
up this option. Suitable Thoroughbred colts from strong national hunt steeplechasing lines
that have produced showjumpers in the past should also be considered for this scheme. R1.6
2. Embryo transfer from superior mares: Probably the fastest method of genetic improvement but
only viable for exceptional mares. TIHA and HSI should co-operate to facilitate link-ups between
owners of very good mares and breeders wanting to upgrade their mare-herd using this method.
Some of the colts should be suitable for retention as stallions. R1.2, R1.10
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3. Introduce new showjumping genetics: Use top Connemara showjumping stallions on some good
showjumping mares. The Connemara showjumper stallion Poetic Justice is being used successfully
for this purpose in France. It will take more than one generation to consolidate size in the progeny.
The Colt Retention Scheme could accommodate suitable colts bred under this measure. R1.2
4. Breeding foals/taking embryos from good young mares before they are competed/exported:
The current demand for good young showjumpers means that many mares are identified
and bought for export at the very beginning of their jumping careers. The age allowance in
competition for young mares that have bred should be expanded and widely publicised. R1.2
5. Repatriating older mares that were exported some years ago and have finished competing:
As many of these mares owners do not intend breeding from them it should be possible to buy
back some of them at a reasonable cost. This will require searches of other European databases
and liaising with exporters. R1.2
6. Thoroughbred Stallions: Identify thoroughbred showjumping stallions worldwide and use them
on some of our good mares. HSI, in consultation with TIHA, should identify suitable stallions
and make arrangements for semen importation/stallion leasing. This measure will benefit both
showjumper and eventer breeders. R1.2
7. Breeding Advice: Provide and publicise information on current TIH showjumping stallions.
Encourage breeders who are using warmblood stallions on top TIH mares to breed at least one TIH
foal and if possible to breed a filly to preserve the TIH mareline. R2.3
8. Linebreeding: This breeding method forms a major part of the Holsteiner and other
successful showjumper breeding programmes. It has also been used successfully (and sometimes
unknowingly) by Connemara, Irish Draught and TIH breeders. As well as concentrating our best
traditional genetics it will buy time to breed outcross stallions and mares. The provision of expert
linebreeding advice is essential for this method to succeed as is a commitment to use the progeny,
if suitable, for genetic improvement eg. via the Colt Retention Scheme. R2.3
9. Breeder Education: Sport specific Equine Discussion Groups should help address this issue.
Breeders should be educated on reproductive techniques, breeding methods used by
successful breeders and on the requirements of modern showjumping- by current experts in
these fields. Mares should be assessed by experts in showjumper breeding for their suitability for
breeding showjumpers. Breeders who want to breed showjumpers should be encouraged to cull
unsuitable mares and replace them with suitable ones produced/obtained by some of the methods
suggested above. In many cases breeders will fare better with a smaller number of more
suitable mares. Some of the culled mares will suit breeders whose breeding goal is to produce leisure
horses. R2.3

All of these measures are needed now to address the issues identified. While primarily addressing
Showjumping many of these measures will also help TIH eventing.
For further information about the Traditional Irish Horse Association,
please visit www.tiha.ie
December 2015
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